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This article builds a theory offinancial system
architecture. We ask: what is a financial market, what is a bank, and what determines the
economic role of each? Starting with basic
assumptions about primitives-the types of
agents and the nature of informational asym-

metties-we provide a theory that explains
which agents coalesce toform banks and which
trade in the capital market. It is shown that borrowers of higher observable qualities access
the financial market. Moreover, afinancial system in its infancy wiU be bank-dominated, and

increased flnancial market sophistication diminishes bank lending.
A primary function of the financial system is to facilitate the transfer of resources from savers ("surplus
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units") to those who need funds ("deficit units"). In a well-designed

financial system, resources are efficiently allocated. The question we
address is, what is the configuration of such a financial system? In
particular, we examine why bank lending and capital market financing
coexist and the factors-such as regulation and the stage of economic
development-that determine which dominates.
These issues are important for many of the current policy debates
regarding the structuring of financial systems. How do banks and capital markets emerge and evolve? What services should be provided by
banks and what services by the capital market? How is the resolution of informational problems related to how the financial system is
configured?
These questions are particularly interesting in the context of Eastern
European countries. The financial systems currently in place there are
interim arrangements to facilitate transition to systems with lesser emphasis on the central planning of capital allocation [Checchi (1993)].
Although reform discussions have focused largely on the creation of
financial markets [Mendelson and Peake (1993)], the more spectacular
initial developments are likely to be in banking. For example, privately
owned commercial banks were uncommon in Communist Europe until recently. Since then, however, banks have evolved rapidly [Perotti

(1993) and Van Wijnbergen (1994)]. These developments point to a
key aspect of financial system architecture: the determination of the
roles of the banking system and the financial market.
Despite its importance, the research on this topic is still only emerg-

ing. Allen (1993) provides a qualitative assessment and sketches a
preliminary framework for analysis. That article links financial system design to the complexity of decision making within firms seeking

capital and provides a perspective on the disparate evolutions of financial markets in Europe and the United States. Bhattacharya and
Chiesa (1995), Dewatripont and Maskin (1995), von Thadden (1995),
and Yosha (1995) examine the comparative allocational efficiencies
of "centralized" (bank-oriented) credit markets versus "decentralized"

(market-oriented) credit markets. Somewhat different approaches are
taken by Allen and Gale (1995, forthcoming) who suggest that bankoriented systems provide better intertemporal risk sharing, whereas

market-oriented systems provide better cross-sectional risk sharing,
and Sabani (1992) who argues that market-dominated economies will
restructure financially distressed borrowers less than bank-dominated
economies.

These contributions notwithstanding, there are unanswered ques-

tions. For example, how is the informativeness of market prices affected by financial system design? If unfettered by regulation, what

determines the design of the financial system? And how does this de-
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sign affect the borrower's choice of financing source? Does financial
system design have real effects?
This article is a modest first attempt to address these issues. We
explain how financial institutions and markets form and evolve when
economic agents are free to choose the way they organize themselves.

Rather than taking the roles of institutions and markets as given and
then asking how borrowers make their choice of financing source
[e.g., Berlin and Mester (1992), Besanko and Kanatas (1993), Diamond
(1991), and Chemmanur and Fulghieri (1994)], we start with assump-

tions about primitives-endowments and informational frictions-and
endogenize the roles of banks and financial markets. The distinction
we make between a bank and a market is that agents within a bank can
cooperate and coordinate their actions, whereas agents in a market
compete;1 we assume nothing more about what banks and markets
do.

We begin by positing three types of informational problems: (i) in-

complete information about future projects that is of relevance for firm
valuation and real investment decisions within firms, (ii) postlending

(asset substitution) moral hazard that can affect payoffs to creditors,
and (iii) uncertainty about whether postlending moral hazard will be
encountered. Part of the primitives are economic agents who specialize in resolving these informational problems, with each individual

agent being atomistic in impact. Our first major result is that problem
(i) is most efficiently resolved in an "uncoordinated" market setting
where individual agents compete with each other, and problems (ii)

and (iii) are most efficiently resolved through coordinated action by
agents coalescing to form a bank. The scope of banking vis-a-vis the
financial market is thereby determined endogenously in an unregu-

lated economy in which the financial market is characterized by many
agents and a rational expectations equilibrium price formation process
that noisily aggregates information contained in the order flows for
securities. A key attribute of the financial market, and one that delineates its role from that of a bank, is that there is valuable information
feedback from the equilibrium market prices of securities to the real

decisions of firms that impact those market prices.2 This information
loop provides a propagation mechanism by which the effects of finan-

IPerhaps an even more basic distinction is that agents can be anonymous in a market but not in
institutions. This may be a way to rationalize the possibility of coordination within a bank and
the lack of it in an anonymous, competitive market setting.

2 Allen (1993) suggests that an important role of the stock market is to provide decision-makers in
firms with information they would not otherwise have possessed. Holmstrom and Tirole (1993)
examine the role of the stock market as a monitor of managerial performance. They show that
a firm's stock price incorporates performance information that cannot be gleaned from the firm's
current or future profit data, and that this information is useful in structuring managerial incentives.
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cial market trading are felt in the real sector. Bank financing does not
have such an information loop. Hence, real decisions are not impacted
by the information contained in bank credit contracts. However, banks
are shown to be superior in resolving asset substitution moral hazard.
Thus, in choosing between banks and financial markets, one trades
off the improvement in real decisions due to feedback from market
prices against a more efficient attenuation of moral hazard.
The relative levels of credit allocated by banks and the financial

market depend on the efficacy of the bank's monitoring and the "development" (i.e., sophistication or level of financial innovation) of the
financial market. We let the latter be reflected in the information acquisition cost for those who wish to become informed. We show that
the cost of information acquisition affects the informativeness of equilibrium security prices, and therefore the relative scopes of banks and
the financial market in credit allocation. In describing these scopes,
our article explains:
* why banks emerge even when every agent in a bank could trade
on his own in the market;
* why financial markets develop even when there are no restrictions on banks' activities;
* why a financial market equilibrium in which prices convey information can exist only if prices do not have too much or too little

informativeness;3
* why borrowers prefer either the financial market or banks based

on differences in observable borrower attributes;4

* how financial market trading affects firms' real decisions;
* how the state of development of the financial market can impact
the borrower's choice of financing source.
The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 1 contains
a description of the basic model. Section 2 analyzes the formation of
banks and the financial market. Further analysis is contained in Sec-

tions 3 and 4. Section 5 examines model robustness issues. Section 6
explores the implications of the analysis for financial system design.

Section 7 concludes. All proofs are in the Appendix.

3 This is in contrast to the existing literature in which the value of information acquisition is nondecreasing the noisiness of the process by which information is aggregated [e.g., Grossman and
Stiglitz (1980)].

4 Since banks resolve moral hazard in our model, the bank's decision to grant a loan does not
trigger an abnormally positive reaction in the borrower's stock price as found empirically by
James (1987), Lummer and McConnell (1989), and Shockley and Thakor (1996, forthcoming). Of
course, if our model were to be altered to introduce uncertainty about whether the borrower
would have a project available, then the bank's decision to grant a loan would signal good news.

See Boot and Thakor (1996, forthcoming) for such an approach.
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Figure 1

A Schematic of the types of projects (without payoff enhancement) and contractible
returns

1. The Basic Model
1.1 Production possibilities for firms

1.1.1 Preferences and types of projects. There is universal risk
neutrality, and the riskless interest rate is zero. The economy consists

of firms each with a project that needs a $1 investment. As shown
in Figure 1, each firm has a stochastic investment opportunity set

that contains two projects: good and bad. The contractible end-ofperiod return for the good project has a probability distribution with
a two-point support: with probability r, the end-of-period return will

be Y > 0, and with probability 1 - q it will be 0. The contractible

end-of-period return for a bad project will be 0 with probability 1,
but this project offers the borrowing firm's manager a noncontractible
private rent, N, from investing in the project [see, e.g., O'Hara (1993)].

Let qj Y > N, so that the borrower prefers the good project with self-

financing.

1.1.2 Project availability and payoff enhancement possibility.
Project availability is stochastic. With probability 0 E (0, 0) C (0, 1),
the firm finds itself in the "low flexibility" (LF) state in which it has
only the good project available. With probability 1 -0, the firm finds
itself in the "high flexibility" (HF) state and has both the good and the
bad project available.
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Figure 2

A schematic of the types of projects (with payoff enhancement) and contractible returns

We assume that the firm can possibly enhance the return of the
good project at a private cost of K = K > 0, where K E {0, K}.

This investment is unobservable to outsiders, and it enhances the
project return by a E (0, 1), conditional on a favorable realization
of an "environmental" or "market" random variable v E {0, 1},5 with
Pr(v = 1) = y E (0, 1) as the probability that the a priori uninformed
assign to the event that v = 1. Let a > K. Note that v is specific to
each firm rather than being an economywide variable. Thus, if v = 1
and the firm invests K = K, then the good project pays off Y + a

with probability l and ax with probability 1 - n. If a borrower inve

K = 0, then the good project's return is Y with probability l an
with probability 1 - l, regardless of v. If a borrower invests ei

K = K or K = 0 in a bad project, the contractible project return is
0 with probability 1, regardless of v. Thus, the improvement in the
project return depends on borrower-specific investments as well as
the realization of exogenous uncertainties like market demand (see
Figure 2).

5 It does not matter much if we assume that K is observable to outsiders. With K unobservable,
the firm underinvests relative to first best, whereas with K observable, there is no underinvestment.
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We assume that the realization of v can only be observed by those

who become informed at a cost; we will say more about this later. For
now, it suffices that the borrower cannot observe v, but believes that

Pr(v = 1) = y. This belief is common knowledge. If the borrower
is uninformed about v, an investment K = K > 0 is suboptimal.
That is, we assume ya - K < 0, where ya is the expected project

enhancement if the borrower is uninformed about v. We assum
and that

ya

<K<

a.

(1)

Further, we assume that exogenous parameter values are such that

there exists an interest factor (one plus the interest rate) ro < 1 sa
fying i[ Y + a-r?]-K = N.
Given this, the firm prefers the bad project with external financing

if the interest factor exceeds ro, and it prefers the good project with
external financing if the interest factor is less than ro. Since ro < 1 and
we had earlier assumed that q Y > N, the firm always prefers the good
project with self-financing and the bad project with external financing. From the lender's standpoint, therefore, there is asset-substitution
moral hazard only in the HF state. We view the parameter 0 as the
commonly known prior probability assigned by the market to the

event that a randomly selected borrower will be in the LF state and
hence pose no moral hazard. Each potential borrower is character-

ized by its observable 0 E (0, 0). Let H be the cumulative distribution
function over the cross-section of Os.

1.2 Types of securities
We limit financiers to debt contracts. This is primarily because bank
lending is typically done through debt contracts, and we want to have

comparability between the bank and capital market financing cases.
Thus, the capital market financing in our model is through bonds. Of

course, information acquisition in bond markets is probably smaller
than that in the stock market. It is therefore important to note that our

analysis understates the information acquisition benefits of financial
markets, but is qualitatively unaffected if debt is replaced by equity
(see Section 5).

1.3 Sequence of events in lender-borrower interaction
The firm first makes an irreversible decision about whether to borrow
from a bank or the financial market. At this stage the only information

that it has is about its 0, and this information is common knowledge.6
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t=1

t=2

t=3

* Each firm's 0 is * Firm learns whether it * The firm borrows $1 * The firm's project
common knowledge. is in the LF or the HF to invest in its project. payoff is realized.
state, after which v is

* Each firm makes an privately learned by * The firm infers v * Lenders are paid
irrevocable decision informed traders. from its financial off if the project
of whether to borrow market price and payoff permits it.
from a bank or in the * Different types of decides whether to

financial market. traders anonymously invest K or 0 in project
submit their purchase payoff enhancement.

* Traders decide orders for the firm's
whether to become securities to the market * If the firm is in the
monitoring agents, maker in the financial HF state and the lender
informed agents or market. can monitor the project
remain uninformed choice, it will ensure
discretionary traders. * A price for the firm's that the firm chooses
The informed agents debt is determined the good project. Each
invest M to acquire either in the financial agent in the lender
their information. market or by a bank. coalititon incurs
monitoring cost M

* Banks are formed. regardless of the state
the borrower is in.

* The financial market
organizes for trading.

Figure 3

A description of the sequence of events in the economy

Subsequently, the firm learns whether it is in the LF or the HF state,
and after this v is realized and learned by those who choose to become
informed about it. The lender (either the bank or the financial market)
offers a price of credit that the firm can either accept or respond to
with a take-it-or-leave-it counteroffer. Moreover, based on the lender's
actions (the offered credit price or the market demand for the firm's
security in the financial market), the firm makes its inference about the
realization of v. Next, the firm makes its initial choice of project if it is
in the HF state; in the LF state, this choice is trivially the good project.
If the lender can observe this initial choice and monitor, it can force
a change to the good project in the event that the firm had initially
chosen the bad project. This leads to the firm's final project choice
decision and its investment of $1 in the project. Moreover, at this time
the firm also makes its decision regarding investing K E {0, K) for
project payoff enhancement (see Figure 3).

6We assume that the firm commits to a financing choice at the outset to avoid the situation in
which financial market investors produce information about a firm that ends up borrowing from
a bank. Although in equilibrium each firm's choice of financing source is unambiguously linked
to its 0, and this 0 is commonly known at the outset. What we wish to avoid is the firm learning
about v from its market price (which is based on investors erroneously believing that the firm
will borrow in the financial market) and then borrowing from a bank.
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1.4 Types of agents in the economy
The structure for the financial market is as follows.7 There are two
types of investors/traders in the market: liquidity traders and discre-

tionary agents. The aggregate asset demand, e, of the liquidity traders
is random and exogenously specified by the continuously differen-

tiable probability density function f (t) = A - A2, where A is a pos
itive constant. Thus, the support of f (t) is [0, 2/A]. A discretionary
agent can become an "informed" or a "monitoring" agent at a finite
cost M > 0. This investment M either generates a signal that perfectly
reveals the v for the firm in question or enables the agent to monitor
the firm's investment choice between the good and the bad project.
The discretionary agent must decide before investing M whether she
wishes to be an informed agent and receive the signal or become a

monitoring agent. If the discretionary agent does not invest M, she
can be an uninformed discretionary trader who can either invest in
the capital market or in bank deposits.
We will first focus on agents who become informed about v. Each

submits a demand order d1. Let us conjecture that the equilibrium

strategy of an informed trader is to set d1 = 1 if the signal says v = 1
and d1 = 0 if the signal says v = 0; we will validate this conjecture
later. Each trader is very small but of e > 0 Lebesgue measure on the

real line. We will focus on the limiting case in which e -O 0 so that
each trader is atomistic, and all traders lie in a continuum. Let Q be

the (Lebesgue) measure of informed traders, with each submitting a

demand of 0 or 1. The total informed demand is therefore DI = QdI.
Liquidity traders' demand is not information driven and is based

on exogenous factors outside the model. All demand orders are submitted to a market maker, and informed and liquidity traders are ob-

servationally identical to the market maker. Thus, the market maker

observes only the total demand, D = DI + e, and not its individual
components, DI and ?. The supply of the (debt) security is fixed at $1.
We assume that there is a sufficient number of "professional" market

makers, so that the market is competitive. The market maker receives
all the orders for a given security and takes the position in the security
required Lo clear the market at a price that yields her zero expected

profit, conditional on the information in the order flow. Thus, the
market maker takes a long position in the security if supply exceeds
demand and a short position if demand exceeds supply. The debt
security in question is a bond issued at par, and the price set by the
market maker is the bond's coupon rate (or interest rate).

7This structure is similar to that in Boot and Thakor (1993a), but richer in that agents can also
choose to monitor and there is information feedback from the financial market to the firm.
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If the discretionary agent becomes a monitoring agent, she has

the ability to monitor the borrower and detect its choice of the bad
project; allowing this detection to be noisy is inconsequential. How-

ever, since each agent is atomistic, the borrower cannot be prevented
from choosing the bad project unless a sufficiently large measure of

monitoring agents is involved.8 We assume that the minimum measure
of monitoring agents needed to deter the borrower is A* < 1. Moreover, while the discretionary agent decides at the outset whether to
be an informed trader or a monitoring agent, the actual expense, M,
of a monitoring agent, is not incurred until after a loan has been extended to the borrower, whereas the outlay of M > 0 by an informed
trader occurs prior to her placing her order for the security. This distinguishes information acquisition from postlending monitoring. For

later use, we assume
O[1 + A*M]-1 < 0. (2)
This ensures that lending without monitoring and information acquisition is unprofitable, even if the promised interest rate is grossed up
to compensate for anticipated monitoring expenses. To understand
Equation (2) intuitively, note that the following two conditions are
sufficient (but not necessary) to obtain Equation (2): (i) 0r1 Y < 1,
which implies that an unmonitored project has a negative net present

value (NPV), and (ii) r, Y > 1 + A*M, which implies that a monitored
project has a positive NPV.

2. The Emergence of Banks and the Capital Market

2.1 Definitions of markets, institutions, and the overall
equilibrium
A financial market is a collection of traders who all compete to buy

debt securities offered by borrowing firms, and where the equilibrium
security price is determined through a Walrasian market clearing con-

dition enforced by a market maker. A bank is a collection of traders
who coalesce to form an institution, provide deposit funding, and

coordinate their actions with respect to the borrower. In an interior
equilibrium, discretionary agents must be indifferent between becom-

8 The idea is that an individual bondholder who has purchased a $100 bond as part of a $50 million
IBM bond issue can do little to influence the firm's project choice. However, collectively-as with
bank lending-the bondholders who purchased all of IBM's bonds could dictate a lot. Even when a
borrower is solvent, "large block" creditors (either coalitions of bondholders who own significant
portions of the firm's public bonds or institutional lenders like banks) can influence specific
aspects of a firm's investment policy for reasons related to the borrower's desire to maintain a
good relationship with the lender and retain operating flexibility when temporary negative shocks
to cash flows elevate the risk of covenant violations.
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ing informed traders, monitoring agents, or uninformed discretionary
traders/depositors.9 Since the expected equilibrium profit from be-

ing an uninformed discretionary trader/depositor is zero, informed
traders and monitoring agents must also earn zero expected profit in
equilibrium.

2.2 Discretionary agents' choices
Consider discretionary agents who have chosen to become informed
traders. Each now stands ready to receive a signal about v. They must

decide whether to compete with others in the market in bidding for
a debt security or coalesce into a bank and coordinate their actions.

Lemma 1. Those who investM to become informed traders willprefer

to compete with each other as financial market traders rather than
become bankers.

The monitoring agents must make a similar choice.

Lemma 2. Those who investM to become monitoring agents willprefer
to coalesce to form a bank and coordinate their actions in monitoring

the borrower. Moreover, the measure of monitoring agents in the bank

will be exactly A*, the minimum needed to deterthefirmfrom choosing
the bad project.
Given Lemma 1, we see that the financial market will consist of
informed traders and liquidity traders. While the informed traders' de-

mand is endogenously determined and the liquidity traders' demand
is exogenous, it is possible that their total demand is not equal to

1, the available supply of the security. We assume that some of the

uninformed discretionary traders in the market form coalitions called
"market makers," each of whom is forced by competition to earn zero

expected profit and "correct" the demand-supply imbalance by taking an appropriate position in the security. Moreover, given Lemma 2,

the equilibrium measure of monitoring agents equals A* < 1. Thus,
some uninformed discretionary traders join the bank as nonmonitor-

ing depositors and provide the remaining funding, 1- A*. Combining
Lemmas 1 and 2 yields the next observation.

Proposition 1. In equilibrium, the financial market consists of informed traders, uninformed discretionary traders, and liquidity
traders. The informed traders are the only ones who learn v, and their

trades have thepotential to convey this information. Thefinancial mar9 We will assume throughout that the costs of becoming informed and monitoring agents are such
that an interior equilibrium obtains. It is possible, however, that if these costs are sufficiently high,
all traders may strictly prefer to remain uninformed and the measures of informed and monitoring
agents are zero.
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ket is ineffective, however, in deterring borrowers from investing in
bad project when they have the choice. In equilibrium, banks consist
of monitoring agents and uninformed discretionary agents who act as
nonmonitoring depositors. The bank specializes in deterring borrowers
from investing in bad projects, but it learns nothing about v.
The intuition is as follows. If the informed agents were to form
a bank, they could try to communicate information about v to the
borrower. This information communication may be either truthful or
not. With truthful communication, the borrower invests K whenever
optimal. However, once the borrower learns v, it has no incentive to
compensate the bank for its information acquisition cost. It can make a
"take it or leave it" offer to the bank that merely yields the bank a zero
expected profit on the loan itself. Since M is a sunk cost, the bank will
find it in its own interest to accept the offer, thereby violating the ex
ante participation constraints of informed agents. If communication is
not truthful, then this problem is exacerbated, as the borrower remains

uninformed about v and thus chooses K = O.10 On the other hand, if
the informed agents compete as traders in the financial market, each
can recover his information acquisition cost because the presence of
liquidity traders makes prices noisy and sustains the ex post trading
profits of those with privileged information.
But if the monitoring agents decide to trade in the financial market as well, they face a coordination failure. Since a certain mass of
them must choose to monitor in order to be effective, each monitoring
agent must rely on sufficiently many others to monitor as well. But
since each agent is arbitrarily small, this arrangement is beset with a
free-rider problem in that there is at least one Nash equilibrium in
which no agent monitors in the financial market. An effective way to
resolve this problem is to form a coalition of monitoring agents whose
measure is precisely A*. These monitoring agents can observe each
other's actions costlessly and thus implement a coordinated monitoring strategy. This endogenously gives rise to a financial intermediary,
as in Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1984). Each monitoring agent contributes his $1 endowment for lending and an additional $M for monitoring, so that these agents supply $A* of loanable funds and $A*M
of monitoring resources; the remaining $1 - A* of loanable funds

is collected from nonmonitoring discretionary depositors.1" The en-

10 We find the case involving no truthful revelation of information to be the most realistic. It also rules
out trivial alternative resolutions, for example, a borrower hiring an agent to produce information
about v.

" Our modeling of the impact of agents in the information production and monitoring cases is
symmetric in the sense that, in both cases, individual agents are viewed as (almost) atomistic in
their impact. In the financial market equilibrium, it will turn out that there must be sufficiently
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dogenously emerging role of banks as monitors is reminiscent of the
role of banks in Diamond (1984). However, whereas the banks in Diamond's model monitor ex post cash flows, the banks here monitor
ex ante project choices.

The role of banks that we have characterized is consistent with the
key qualitative asset transformation functions served by real-world
depository institutions [see Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993)]. For example, depository institutions that make loans and monitor borrowers
to influence credit risk look very much like the banks in our model.
Specifically, our banks are mutuals owned by their depositors. The
nonmonitoring depositors are "pure" financiers, whereas the mon-

itoring depositors are both depositors and loan officers since they
monitor borrowers. This is akin to real-world mutual depository in-

stitutions in which there are depositors who are not involved in the
management of the mutual and managers who hold ownership stakes
by virtue of their deposits.

3. The Analysis and Equilibrium Definition
3.1 Determination of interest rates

3.1.1 Bank lending. The bank monitors the borrower's choice of
project but does not learn v. Thus, there is no information feedback
about v from the bank to the borrower, and by Equation (1) the
borrower cannot be induced to invest K = K. The competitive bank's
loan interest rate is set to yield an expected profit of zero. Thus,
the loan interest factor (one plus the interest rate) rB solves r rB =
1 + A*M, or
1 + A*M
rB=

(3)

Note that in deriving Equation (3) we have allowed the bank to recoup
its monitoring cost. The reason is as follows. The bank's monitoring

cost (M times the measure of monitoring agents) is incurred in the
postlending stage, and at this stage it is in the bank's best interest
to monitor. This is because the lack of bank monitoring means that
the borrower will invest in the good project only with probability
0; recall that the realization of whether the borrower has access to
a bad project is privately observed by the borrower that precludes
realization-contingent monitoring. The bank's expected profit on the

many informed traders for the security price to be influenced by their trades. And in the banking
equilibrium, there must be sufficiently many monitoring agents to deter asset-substitution moral
hazard.
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loan (if it does not monitor) is

[1 + A*M] _ 1 = OR + A*M]-1 < O
17

by Equation (2). Thus, when the competitive bank quotes a price prior
to making the loan, its quoted price must include the monitoring cost
A*M in order to satisfy the bank's participation constraint.

3.1.2 Financial market funding. As will become apparent later,
informed traders submit orders for the security only when their signal
reveals that v = 1. The market maker observes the total order flow
and has to decide whether total demand is such that the borrower
will be induced to invest K in improving the project. From Equation

(1), we know that this investment is socially efficient (first best) only
when the probability that v = 1 is sufficiently high, that is, when
Pr(v = 1 I D)a > K, where Pr(v = 1 I D) is the posterior probability
that the borrower (or the market maker) assigns to the event v = 1.12
Of course, a borrower will be induced to invest only if

Pr(v = 1 I D)7a > K. (4)
Note that Equation (4) is more stringent than the social efficiency
condition, because a borrower with a good project benefits from in-

vesting K only if the project succeeds, even though the improvement,
at, occurs in both the successful and unsuccessful states if v = 1
is realized. The reason is that a < 1, so that all of it accrues to the
lender (investors in the bond) if the unsuccessful state is realized. This

distorts the borrower's decision further away from the first best (attainable with self-financing). This is the usual underinvestment moral
hazard or debt overhang problem.
We now define Dmin as the minimum total demand to induce the

borrower to invest K in improving the project. That is (see Equation
(4)),

Pr(v = lDmin)iia = K. (5)

Since Pr(v = 1 I D) is monotonically increasing in D (we will verify
this), we have

Pr(v = 1 I D)7a >K for D > Dmin.
Therefore, for D > Dmin, the borrower invests in project improve-

ment. The best decision rule, given the observability problem about
v (second best), would be to choose the cutoff D* such that Pr(v =
12 Total demand will convey no information about v if Q = 0 in equilibrium.
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the demand is DE(D, Din) De(Jin, 2/A) DE(2/A,[2/A]

fully revealing there is nois here is noisy here is full
that the revelation, revelation, evelation, with

informed but ith r(v=1 ID) = 1.

traders are not Pr(v = 1 ID)>O uncertainty h

in the market, is not high about whether
enough to v = 1. But

induce Pr(v= IID)E(O,1
K > 0. Thus, is sufficiently
K = 0. high to induce
a choice of
K=K.

__________ ________ _ Demand for

0 Dmin 2/A [2/A]+n Debt Security
Figure 4
A schematic of financial market realizations of security demand and inferences

1 I D*)U = K. The decision rule of investing only when D > Dmin is
therefore more distortionary. We will later verify that the Dmin defined
in Equation (5) exists.

In Figure 4 we describe the inference process underlying the information feedback that occurs in the financial market. With the help

of this figure, we can derive the interest rates that are set in the financial market. Henceforth, we consider the limiting case in which
an individual trader's measure e = 0, that is, each trader is atomistic.
Where appropriate, we will point out what happens if e is small but

positive. Let r(D) be the equilibrium interest factor as a function of
the realized demand D. First, for D E [0, Dmin], we have K = 0. Thus,

r(D) = rmax, where Oi7rmax + [1 - 0] x 0 = 1. Thus,
1

rmax

=

-*

(6)

Note that in deriving Equation (6), we have used the result that the financial market does not monitor borrowers. Next, for D E (Dmin, 2/A),
we have K = K and Pr(v = 1 I D) > K/rca. Thus (see Equation (4)),

r(D) = r'(D), where 0{Pr(v = 1 I D)[fr'(D) + [1 - k]a + [1 - Pr(v =
1 I D)][r`(D)]} = 1, or

r(D) = 1-0 Pr(v=1 I D)[1-7ka (7)
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Finally, for D E [2, 2 + Q], we have K = K and Pr(v = 1 l D) = 1.
Thus, r(D) = rmin, where

0{jirmin + [1R- = 1, or

rmin
0 i~

=

0

(8)

3.2 Definition of equilibrium in the financial market
A noisy rational expectations Nash equilibrium is:
(i) a measure of informed traders, Q*i, such that the expected profit
of each informed trader is zero (and the first derivative of this
expected profit with respect to Q is negative at Q*) when each
informed trader takes as given the equilibrium strategies of the
other potentially informed traders and the liquidity traders, and
all other participants, including banks and borrowing firms, but
assumes that the impact of his own trade on the price is negligible;
(ii) an aggregate security demand from informed and uninformed
liquidity traders equal to

D*(v, f) = Q*di(v) + e;

(iii) a market-clearing interest factor r(D), which is determined by
the market maker in such a way that the supply and demand
for the debt security are equated, and the expected net gain to
the a priori uninformed market maker is zero, conditional on the
information contained in the order flow; and
(iv) an investment choice K by each borrowing firm that is conditional
on the information contained in the demand for its debt security
and is made to maximize the firm's net expected profit, taking as
given the equilibrium strategies of all other participants.
It is
trader
ficient
trader

intuitive that the equilibrium expected profit of each informed
is zero [see also Boot and Thakor (1993a)]. This would be sufif we could guarantee that the expected profit of an informed
was monotonically decreasing in Q. However, this is not nec-

essarily true here because an increase in Q exerts two opposing influences on the expected profit of the informed. On the one hand, we
have the usual effect that an increase in Q makes the equilibrium price
reflect more of the information possessed by the informed and hence
reduces their expected profit. But on the other hand, the increased
price informativeness also makes it more likely that the borrower will
choose K = K when the informed are in the market. This increases
the expected profit of the informed as Q increases. Hence, for an Q
to qualify as the equilibrium measure of informed, it must also be
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true that, taking both these effects into account, a small increase in Q

reduces the expected profit of an informed trader below zero.
Note that our modeling of markets and institutions is symmetric
from the standpoint of competitive structure. Each bank's expected
profit is zero in equilibrium, and each informed trader earns a zero

expected profit in equilibrium, net of the information acquisition cost.

4. Further Analysis

4.1 Derivation of Dmin
We wish to ensure that Dmin is in the interior of its feasible range. By
Bayes's rule we know that

Pr(v = 11 D) =f(D - Q)y

f(D -Q)y + f(D)[1 - y]

y[A-B{D- Q9}]

y[A- BID -Q}] + [1 -y][A -BD]'
where B _ A2/2. Note that a Pr(v = 1 l D)/aD > 0. We now substitute
the above expression in Equation (4). Writing S_ K/0a yields (note
that S > y)

Din-D in) - B- [-Sy] * (10)

The solution for Bnin stated in Equation (10) exists if a

Dmin> >_Q. Otherwise Dmin = Q, and interval II in Figure 4
Thus, the desired cutoff demand level, Dmin, is

Dmin = Q V Dmin, (11)
where v is the max operator. Thus, the minimum total demand for the

security that will induce the borrower to invest is Bnin (the value of

demand such that the expected payoff enhancement to the borrower

exactly equals K, the investment in payoff enhancement) unless Dmin
is less than Q, the measure of informed agents. In this case, the minimum total demand to induce an investment of K must be Q, since
any D < Q leads to Pr(v = 1 l D) = 0.

4.2 Determination of equilibrium measure of informed
traders

If we assume that Dmin = Dmin (see Equation (11)), then the expecte
profits of the informed, for a given Q, can be expressed as:
[2/A]-Q

V =-M + 0O7y {r(Q + ) - rmin}f(t)dt, (12)
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where we have D = Q + t in the range over which the integration in
Equation (12) is performed. The limits of the integration arise from the
fact that it is only when D goes from Dmin to 2/A that the borrower

chooses the value-enhancing investment K and revelation is noisy
(so that the informed can profit). In this range, the informed are in
the market (i.e., they know that v = 1) and the total demand D is

sufficiently revealing so that rmin is the break-even interest factor on

the firm's bond. What the firm is being charged is r(Q + ?), which is
the equilibrium interest factor determined in the financial market. The

informed profit because r2(Q + ?) > rmin. We now have the following
result.

Proposition 2. 7he lowest value of Q such that the expected profit of
each informed trader is zero is given by

i?

=

MIX,

(13)

whereX Oya[l - ][l - y]{A2y[-y + yrl] + A_Y(1-Y) ln(r2)}
[1- {K/r/ot}]

1=[{R/r7a} - y]
- [{K/r7y} - y]

2 [1- y]
Moreover, aV/8a > 0 atQ2 = i1.
According to the definition of the equilibrium, Q* has to be such
that each informed trader earns an expected profit of zero. Qi satisfies

this requirement. However, because a V/IM1 > 0, it must be the case
that Qi is not the equilibrium measure of informed traders. At Q = Q1,
the increased informativeness of prices due to the presence of more

informed traders increases the expected profit of each informed trader.

For an equilibrium to exist, the function V must slope down at some

point and become zero again, as shown in Figure 5. That is, we have
multiple solutions in Q to the equation V(Q) = 0, and Q* is the
larger of the two Qs satisfying this equation. This situation arises here
because, unlike the usual setting, informed traders here both compete
with and complement each other.
If E > 0, then it is transparent that the larger of the two Qs satisfying

V(Q) = 0 is the unique equilibrium, assuming that Q > 0.13 This is
because at Q = Ql, an additional individual trader can make a positive
13 If the equilibrium Q > 0, then it must be at least as great as Q, because V(Q) < 0 V Q < Ql
Note that Q = 0 is always a candidate for equilibrium; it does not pay any agent of small measure

(e < Qj) to become informed if Q = 0.
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Figure 5

A graph of the expected profit of an informed trader as a function of the measure of
informed traders

expected profit from becoming informed since a V(Q)/ aiI , > 0,
that is, V(Q1 + E) > 0 for e > 0. Thus, 21 cannot be an equilibrium
with traders of arbitrarily small but positive measure. It is only at the

limit itself, when e = 0, that we have multiple equilibria-both values
of Q for which V(Q) = 0 are possible equilibria under a somewhat
less restrictive definition of equilibrium.14 The reason why Q1 is an
equilibrium in this case is that no additional trader would individually
decide to enter the market when Q = Qi since his zero measure
fails to increase Q and this keeps V at zero. Because we view this
economy as only the limiting case of an economy with small but
positive measure agents, we will henceforth focus only on the larger
of the two Qs for which V(Q) = 0.

We have assumed thus far that Dmin = Dmin, and with this we obtain
a solution Q1 to V(Q) = 0 such that a V/aQ > 0 at Q = Q 1. As will be
shown, increasing Q above Q, to Q* will switch Dmin in Equation (11)
to Dmin = Q*. Like Equation (12), the expected profit to the informed

14 Strictly speaking, according to our definition of equilibrium, Q1, is not an equilbrium. But our
discussion here serves to clarify the reason why in our equilibrium definition we imposed the
restriction a V/aQ < 0 on the equilibrium Q. We thank Neil Wallace for discussing this with us.
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can now be written as15
r[21A]-Q

V =-M + O7YJ {2(Q + ) - rmin}f (t)d4. (14)
We now have our next result.

Proposition 3. There is a set of exogenous parameter valuesfor which
the equilibrium measure of informed traders, Q*, is the solution to

V(Q*) -M + Oya[l - r][l - y]{l - AyQ* + [Q* + (Q*)2J(Q*)]}
=0,

(15)

where

J(Q*__A2y
A2 A 2Y[1-Y] AQ*yl2
_ _ - + A 2 [ - ]_ _n_ _ _
2 2 jn( [AQ2*{1 -y12

Moreover, D*(in (Q) < Q* atQ2 = Q*, so thatDm
(11)).

We can now examine some interesting properties of the financial
market equilibrium.

Proposition 4. The equilibrium measure of informed traders is positive only if, for a given M, 0 is sufficiently high, or, for a given 0, M is
sufficiently low.
This proposition is intuitive. When the moral hazard problem is
severe (the observable 0 is low), a potentially informed trader anticipates that even her superior information about v does not reduce the
high probability that she will invest in a firm that chooses a bad project
and imposes a loss on her. This reduces her incentive to become informed at a cost. If 0 is sufficiently low, no potentially informed trader
may choose to acquire costly information. Similarly, for a given 0, an

increase in M reduces the expected profit of an informed trader, and
a sufficiently high M will cause a breakdown of the market for information. This also highlights another interesting result, which is stated
below.

15 In Figure 5, Equation (12) and Equation (14) we have implicitly assumed that Q < 2/A. It is easy
to see why this holds. Note that if Q > 2/A, where 2/A is the maximum realization of liquidity
demand, then there are only two possibilities: (i) D < 2/A, in which case the market maker infers
that the probability is 1 that the informed traders are not in the market, and (ii) D > 2/A, in which
case the market maker infers that the probability is 1 that the informed traders are in the market.
In both cases, prices are fully revealing and the informed can earn no profit on their information.
Hence, Q > 2/A cannot be the equilibrium measure of informed traders.
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Proposition 5. 7he expected profit of an informed trader is always
maximized at some Q > 0.

In Boot and Thakor (1993a), for example, the expected profit of
an informed trader is always maximized at Q = 0, that is, when there
are no other informed traders in the market. This is never true here
since a borrower with a good project always eschews its investment
in project improvement if it knows there is nothing to be learned
from market prices. Given this, it does not pay for any investor to

become informed. Thus, as Figure 5 shows, an informed trader earns
a higher expected profit when there is a positive measure of informed
traders in the market and the borrower views the market price as an
information communicator. This means that if the V function were to

have a maximum value that was negative,16 then no one will choose
to become informed in equilibrium (i.e., the equilibrium Q = 0).
Another way of saying this is that an investor will become informed

only if she believes there will be a sufficiently large number of others
who will also choose to become informed.

4.3 The borrower's choice of financing source
The borrower's expected utility is the expected return net of its borrowing cost. If a borrower chooses the financial market, its borrowing
cost depends on the anticipated informativeness of the market price

of its debt. We have shown that the equilibrium measure of informed
traders is Q* and that Dmin = Q* is the appropriate aggregate demand
cutoff [see Equation (11) and Proposition 3]. Therefore, whenever the
informed discover v = 1 and are in the market, the borrower will find

that D > Dmin, and hence will choose K = K. But it is possible that
the borrower will choose K even when the informed have discovered

v = 0 and do not bid for the firm's debt since t > Dmin is possible.
The expected return of the borrower from financial market bor-

rowing is given by

E(RF) = O{yE(RF I v = 1) + [1 - y]E(RF Iv = O)} + [1 - O]N, (16)
where E(RF) is the unconditional expected return and E(RF I v) is
the expected return conditional on the realization of v. To understand
Equation (16), recall that the borrower invests in the good project
with financial market funding only if it is locked into that project (this
happens with probability 0), and invests in the bad project whenever

16 At Q = 0, it is always the case that V < 0.
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it has a choice (this happens with probability 1 - 0). Note that
E[2/A]-Q*

E(R F I v = l) = J {r[Y + a- r*(D + Q*)] - KIf ()df
+ I {t[Y + C - rmin]- K)f(t)ddi (17)
and

E(RF I v = 0) = j{1[Y - rmaxIf( )d
r2/A

+ | {Y - r*(D = f)] - K} f()df, (18)
where

= 1-9Pr(v=1 l D)[1-i]Ia (19)
and

1 -D)y{[A
-B[D
Qi*I)
20(
Pr(v =Pr(v
lID) = =
y{A
B[D - Q*])
+ [1--y]{A
- BD
Next, we turn to bank financing. The cost of bank borrowing is
given by Equation (3). Thus, the expected return for the borrower is
given by

E(RB) =1Y-E(rB) =Y Y-1-A*M, (21)
since interbank competition ensures that E(rB) = 1 + A*M. The bor-

rower's choice of financing source is determined by comparing E(RF)
and E(RB). This gives us the following result.
Proposition 6. There exists a cutoff value of 0, say 0 (assumed to
be in the interior of [0, 0]), such that there is a Nash equilibrium in

which borrowers with observable 0 < 0 choose bank financing and
borrowers with observable 0 > 0 choose financial market financing.
Moreover, 0 is increasing in M.

Figure 6 shows how the net return for a borrower changes as a
function of its observable quality 0. It is intuitive that borrowers with
lower observable quality prefer bank financing. Banks specialize in
attenuating asset-substitution moral hazard, so the borrower does not
suffer a loss in utility with bank financing as this problem worsens.
That is, the borrower's expected return with bank financing is invariant to 0. On the other hand, the benefit of financial market financing
to the borrower is increasing in 0. The reasons are twofold. First, the
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Financial Market Financing
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Bank Financing
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e~~~~~~

Figure 6
A graph of the expected returns of a borrower as a function of the borrower's observable
quality
Borrowers with observable qualities below threshold 0 choose bank financing and those with
observable qualities above threshold 0 choose financial market financing.

expected profit of an informed trader is increasing in 0 [see Equation
(14)], so that the higher the 0, the larger is the equilibrium measure
of the set of informed traders for the debt security sold by the borrower. This means that the equilibrium interest factor reflects more
of the information possessed by the informed traders and is consequently lower on average. Second, the "moral hazard premium" paid
by borrowers in the financial market is decreasing in 0.
Numerical simulations of the model (details available upon request)
illustrate that 0 increases as M increases. The intuition is clear. An
increase in M reduces the expected profit of an informed trader ceteris

paribus. This causes a reduction in Q*, leading to a decline in the value
of financial market financing for the borrower. If the increase in M
refers only to an increase in the information acquisition cost, but not
in the monitoring cost, then it is transparent that bank financing will
become more attractive, leading to a larger set of observable quality
levels choosing bank financing. What our numerical analysis shows
is that bank financing becomes more attractive with an increase in M
even when this increase applies equally to the costs of information
acquisition and monitoring.
We next consider the implication of permitting only noisy moni-
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toring by the bank. Suppose that, conditional on being in the state in
which the borrower has a choice of project, the bank can enforce the

choice of the good project only with probability 4 E (0, 1). We then
have the following result.

Proposition 7. If the bank can prevent the choice of the bad project
only with probability 4 E (0, 1), there exists a 00 (assumed to be in
the interior of [0, 0]) such that there is a Nash equilibrium in which

borrowers with observableO < 00 prefer bankfinancing and borrowers
with observable 0 > 00 preferfinancial market financing. Moreover,
the value of bank financing to the borrower is increasing in 0, and
o0 <0.
Thus, we see that while noise in the monitoring technology reduces

the value of bank financing to the borrower ceteris paribus (00 < 0),
we still encounter the earlier result that borrowers with relatively high
Os access the financial market and borrowers with relatively low Os

approach banks.17 One noteworthy difference that noisy monitoring
makes is that it causes the borrower's net expected payoff with bank
financing to be increasing in 0, rather than being invariant to 0. The
intuition is that the higher the 0, the lower is the probability that the
noise in its monitoring technology will obstruct the bank's ability to
deter selection of the bad project, and hence the lower is the bank's
loan interest factor. There is a fairly large literature on the borrower's
choice of financing source that we do not discuss here. [For example, Diamond (1991), Berlin and Mester (1992), Hirshleifer and Suh
(1992), Rajan (1992), Wilson (1994), and Thakor and Wilson (1995).
See Bhattacharya and Thakor (1993) for a review.] Unlike that literature, we endogenize banks and the financial market. Moreover, our
result here is novel in that it links the borrower's choice to its observable quality in a moral hazard setting and predicates this link on the
cost of information acquisition in the financial market.

5. Model Robustness and Extensions

In this section we indicate how our model could be generalized
along some important dimensions: the possibility of eliminating noise
traders, the use of equity rather than debt in the financial market, information aggregation involving traders with information, the simultaneous use of bank and financial market funding, and the impact of institutional sellers. Our conclusion is that the analysis can be extended
in all of these directions without qualitatively altering its results.

17 Of course, the limit of t -* 0 involves the financial market dominating banks for all 0.
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5.1 Elimination of noise traders and introduction of equity
The liquidity traders in our model are "noise" traders in the sense that
they make expected losses from trading. Indeed, their losses enable
the informed traders to earn the profits that justify their investment
in information. While this is a standard assumption in market microstructure models, one may find the presence of noise traders in
our analysis somewhat awkward. In particular, why wouldn't these
traders invest exclusively in securities that are immune to adverse
selection concerns? Why don't they deal with banks rather than the
financial market?

Clearly, in any model in which agents potentially acquire private
information at a cost, there must be sufficient noise in equilibrium
prices to make it privately optimal for agents to become informed.
However, it is unnecessary for the agents who provide the noise to
sustain trading losses. We could assume instead that it is the issuing
firm that loses through the systematic underpricing of its security. The

liquidity traders could then break even. This would be in the spirit of
Rock's (1986) IPO underpricing model. We will show shortly that this
approach is consistent with our model.

Consider now the use of debt contracts in our analysis. From an
information acquisition standpoint, equity is clearly better than debt
to examine in a financial market context. We will also show that using
equity instead of debt does not change our conclusions. To deal with
this and the liquidity traders issue, we consider a simplified version
of our model, an example.

Example 1: Data: Suppose 0 = 1, y = 0.4, and r, = 1. Let S represent the equity ownership share the firm must surrender to outside shareholders to raise the $1 investment it needs. There are uninformed discretionary traders who can choose to become informed
about v at a cost of M = 0.24c[Y + 0.5ah-1, and there are liquidity

traders whose demand equals ? E 10, 1/2), with Pr(e = 0) = 0.6,

and Pr(f = 1/2) = 0.4. The prior probability distribution of v is
Pr(v = 1) = 0.4, and Pr(v = 0) = 0.6. Assume that a > 2K and
yet < K, and that K is an unobserved private investment by the firm
Analysis: We conjecture that Q = 1/2. Informed traders will submi
a purchase order only when v = 1. Note that et > 2K ensure that
the firm invests K whenever D > 1/2. Since the available supply of
equity for outsiders to buy is $1, there are only three relevant states:

(i) v = 1 and f = 1/2, so that the total demand from the liquidity
traders and informed traders is $1. In this case Pr(v = 1 l D =
1) = 1, and the uninformed discretionary traders buy 0.
(ii) v = 1 and ? = 0 or v = 0 and t = 1/2, so that the total demand
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Table 1
Outside investors' ownership fractions for different loan demand realizations
Realized total demand
Description

D

=

$1

D

=

$1/2

D

=

$0

Inference of v = 1 and e = 1/2 v = O and e = 1/2 v = O and e =0
market
maker
or

SairlyPnced(D)

[Y

+

a]

[Y

v = 1 and e = 0
+ 0.5a]

y1l

SUnderpricing(D) [Y + 1.25a]{[Y + 0.5a1[Y + al}l > [Y + 0.5a] y 1
[Y+a] I

D from liquidity traders and informed traders is $1/2. The UDTs
buy $1/2 worth of equity. Using Bayes's rule, the posterior probability assessment that the firm has that the informed traders have
observed v = 1 can be determined as
Pr(v = 1 l D = 1/2)

Pr(D= 1/21 v= 1) Pr(v= 1)
Pr(D= 1/2 Iv= 1) Pr(v= 1)+Pr(D= 1/2 Iv=0) Pr(v=0)
0.24 1
0.48

2

(iii) v = 0 and ? = 0, so that the total demand D from liquidity traders
and informed traders equals $0, and Pr(v = 1 l D = 0) = 0. The
uninformed discretionary traders buy $1 of equity.
Table 1 summarizes the ownership fractions outsiders obtain in the

three different states. It can be verified that these ownership fractions
are such that

(i) The uninformed discretionary traders earn zero expected profit;
(ii) The liquidity traders earn zero expected profit;

(iii) The informed traders earn positive expected profits on their trades,
but zero expected profits when their information production costs
M are taken into account;
(iv) The firm prefers to underprice D = 1.
(v) Q = 1/2 in equilibrium.

A proof of this is available upon request. Thus, our analysis is robust

with respect to using equity instead of debt and ensuring that liquidity
traders break even on average.
5.2 Information aggregation

Although we have assumed in our analysis that all informed traders
obtain the same information, it is clear that information aggregation
is an important element of the intuition behind our story. Without ag-

gregation of heterogeneous signals in the financial market, we must
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rely solely on the inability of banks to internalize any benefits from
information acquisition in order to obtain the sharp dichotomy of
functions across banks and the financial market that is described in
Proposition 1. Moreover, one might wonder why entrepreneurs can't
directly acquire information about v, a single piece of information.
That is, in order to simplify, our analysis ignores an important advantage of financial markets, namely to aggregate payoff-relevant information when it is widely dispersed in the economy and difficult to
purchase directly.
In what follows, we provide a simple extension of our model that
illustrates how financial markets may aggregate diverse information
and how the desirability for such aggregation can further diminish the
role of banks as pure information sellers.

Example 2: Data: Suppose 0 = 1, y = 0.25, and r, = 1. There are
two distinct signals, x E {0, 1) and y E {0, 1), that are conditionally
uncorrelated, that provide information about v. In particular,
Pr(x = 0) = Pr(y = 0) = 0.5;
Pr(v = 1) = 0.25, Pr(v= 1 x = 1) = Pr(v = 1 l y= 1) =0.5;
Pr(v= 1 lx= 1,y= 1) = 1; and
Pr(v = 1 l x = 1, y = 0) = Pr(v = 1 x = 0, y =1)
= Pr(v= 1 x = 0,y= 0= 0.

There are liquidity traders whose demand ? E 10, 1/2), with Pr(f =
0) = Pr(f = 1/2) = 0.5. Let S represent the equity ownership share the
firm must surrender to outside shareholders to raise the $1 investment
it needs. There are uninformed discretionary traders who can choose
to become informed about either x or y, but not both, at a cost M =
0.0625a[ Y + 0.5al-1 .
Analysis: For simplicity, we will assume that the firm's equity is
fairly priced and therefore the liquidity traders make losses on average. Let the measure of those who invest to learn x be Qx and the

measure of those who invest to learn y be Qy? We conjecture that
QX = Q= , and that each group of informed traders will submit a
purchase order only when the signal for that group takes a value of 1.
There are now five relevant states, each distinguished by a different realization of total demand from the liquidity traders, those who
are informed about x and those who are informed about y. Let D
represent the total demand from these three groups. As usual, the
market maker cannot distinguish the individual components of total
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demand, the price of the equity is set at its expected value conditional
on the information contained in D, and the uninformed discretionary
traders purchase equity in the amount needed to clear the market.

Thus, D E 10, 4, 2, , 1}. These five states arise as follows.
(i) D = 0: This arises only when x = 0, y = 0, and e = 0. The
market maker unambiguously infers v = 0. The probability of
this state is 0.125.

(ii) D= 1/4:Thisarisesifr =0,x=0,y= 1or =0,x= 1,y=0.

The market maker unambiguously infers v = 0. The probability
of this state is 0.25.

(iii) D = 1/2: This arises if x = 1, y = 1, ? = 0 or x = 0, y = 0,
t = 1/2. In this state, v could be either 0 or 1. The probability of
this state is 0.25.

(iv) D = 3/4: This arises if x = 1, y = 0, f = 1/2 or x = 0, y = 1,
f = 1/2. The market maker unambiguously infers that v = 0. The
probability of this state is 0.25.

(v) D = 1: This arises only if x = 1, y = 1, ? = 1/2. The market
maker unambiguously infers v = 1. The probability of this state
is 0.125.

In states (i), (ii), and (iv), S(D) = 1/ Y. In state (iii), S(D) =

[Y + 0.5aF-1. In state (v), S(D) = [Y + a]-'. It is now straightforward to verify that the expected profit of each group of informed
traders, per unit measure of informed traders, is exactly equal to

0.0625a[ Y+0.5a]-1, which is M. This verifies our conjecture that Qx
Q 1

Y - 4'

5.3 Direct information elicitation mechanisms

A natural question that arises in the context of our analysis is why
it is not possible to directly elicit the private information possessed
by informed traders rather than have it indirectly revealed (noisily)
through the equilibrium market price. In particular, one could think
of informed traders coalescing to form a bank and selling information
directly to the firm.
While this seems reasonable, it is plagued by the potential lack of
credibility of the information that is communicated. The problem exists at two levels: within the bank, and between the bank and the firm.
Consider the more important intrabank problem first. When there are
multiple agents engaged in information production, a free-rider problem arises with unobservable individual inputs in information production since each agent bears the fall cost of his input and only shares
in the collective output. Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1984) show that
this problem can completely vitiate any risk-sharing gains from coa-

lescing; they therefore examine the benefit of intermediation (coalition
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formation) when individual agents can costlessly monitor each other's
inputs.

Their model has n agents in the intermediary, each producing information about a distinct firm, so that the free-rider problem arises
not from information aggregation but from each agent's payoff being
a prorata share of the pooled payoff that represents the intermediary's
compensation. Without costless internal monitoring, the agents within
the intermediary cannot overcome their own free-riding incentives.
Information aggregation exacerbates this problem. This can be seen
most readily within the context of Example 2, as well as more generally. In the context of the example, suppose that the bank consists
of two groups of informed agents, one group specializing in x and
the other in y. Each group provides $0.5 to the bank to enable it

to lend $1 to the firm. For simplicity, assume that there are no intragroup incentive problems and that members of each group can
function as a single entity; we make this assumption to focus on intergroup incentive problems. The bank is competitive and is paid a
fee that compensates it for the information acquisition costs of the
two groups. Let the measure of each group be 1, so that each group
is paid M for its information acquisition.

Consider now the marginal benefit of becoming informed for each
group within the bank, assuming that the bank always truthfully reports the information it receives from the two groups to the firm and

that it gives each group M plus its prorata share of the output accruing to the bank under its equity contract with the firm. Now, if a

particular group produces information, its expected profit (assuming
that the other group will also produce information) is zero, since the
bank is competitively compensated, and in turn it seeks to just satisfy
each group's reservation constraint.

On the other hand, if a particular group decides to always report
0 without producing information, then its expected profit (regardless

of what the other group does) is M, since the firm does not make the
value-enhancing decision. Similarly, if the group (say the x group)
unconditionally reports a signal value of 1, its expected profit (assum-

ing that the other group produces information and truthfully reports)
can be shown to be less than M, since now this group bears some of

the cost associated with the firm making a value-enhancing decision
when it should not.

Thus, each group's dominant strategy is to report 0 without producing information. In particular, it is not a Nash equilibrium for each
group to invest in information acquisition, given the intrabank contracting technology of giving each group M plus its prorata share of
the output accruing to the bank under its equity contract with the firm.

Although mechanisms may be found to restore incentive compatibility
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in information acquisition within the bank, these are unlikely to be
costless.

One such costly mechanism would be for the firm to offer the bank
a higher expected payoff when the output is Y + a than when it is Y;
this would reduce each group's incentive to unconditionally report 0.
If the firm's net payoff enhancement is sufficiently large relative to M,
then perhaps each group within the bank can be "bribed" to report
truthfully. What is interesting is that the ability of such a mechanism to
restore incentive compatibility is weakened as we increase the number
of signals that are being aggregated. To see this, suppose there are
three signals, x, y, and z in Example 2, with Pr(v = 1 I x = 1, y =
1, z = O or 1) = Pr(v = 1 I x = 0 or 1, y = 1, z = 1) = Pr(v = 11

x = 1, y = 0 or 1, z = 1) = 1 and Pr(v = 1 1 0 for any two or more of
x, y, and z) = 0. Now, incentive compatibility will be more difficult
to achieve because the strategy of unconditionally reporting 0 has
become less costly to each group, conditional on the other two groups
producing information and reporting truthfully. More generally, the
intuition is that as we increase the number of signals being aggregated,
each group's signal becomes less pivotal in its impact on the group's
share of the output. Thus, misreporting incentives are strengthened
with greater aggregation.

The second problem we alluded to earlier was between the bank
and the firm. Even apart from the groups within the bank free riding
on each other's inputs, the bank's incentive to generate costly and
reliable information and truthfully report it may be weak. Firms may

attempt to deal with this by appealing to the revelation principle and
designing incentive contracts that link the bank's fees to performance

in a way that achieves incentive compatibility. For example, the firm
could sell the bank a call option with its payoff on the exercise date
dependent on the realization of v; the exercise of this option would
reveal information about v. However, there are three difficulties with
such mechanisms. First, the firm would need to ensure that the op-

tion is not resold by the bank, or else the vexing problem of dealing
with the coalitional incentive compatibility constraints associated with

traded contracts arises.18 Second, if there are multiple signals that the
bank reports to the firm for aggregation, then applying the revela-

tion principle becomes particularly complex as multiple nontraded
options must be offered. Third, suppose one interprets "noise" as
agents/banks that mistakenly think they can acquire information, that

is, these intermediaries mistakenly buy and exercise options that are
valuable if and only if information is acquired. In such a world, the

1 See Jacklin (1987) for an analysis of this in the context of traded deposit claims.
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market solution-which requires only the knowledge of the probability distribution of noise-is superior to revelation schemes that require
knowledge of the agent type, that is, whether the signal sender in the
scheme can indeed acquire the relevant signal. This problem too is
exacerbated as one increases the number of signals being aggregated.
Thus the very reason that financial markets have a role for aggregating heterogeneous information puts financial intermediaries at a
disadvantage in performing the same task.
Is our theory then at odds with the existence of institutions that
sell information?19 While it is true that bond rating agencies and investment advisory firms sell information about corporations, the credibility of such information sellers and consequently the demand for
their services depends on their reputation in possessing the requisite information-processing skills and providing reliable information.
To the extent that this reputational mechanism is not perfect, institutional information sales will at best substitute only partially for the
direct acquisition of information about v by an informed trader. Thus,
the presence of institutional information sellers could diminish the
marginal profit from becoming informed, but will not eliminate it entirely. In particular, the preceding analysis suggests that institutional
information sellers are likely to be viable only when relatively few
pieces of information must be aggregated to provide a relevant set
of information, whereas market-based information dissemination is
likely to predominate when numerous pieces of information must be
aggregated.

5.4 Simultaneous access to bank loans and financial market
funding

While in our formulation a firm either chooses bank financing or
chooses to fund itself in the financial market, we could envision firms
lying along a continuum with sole bank or financial market funding
as the polar extremes. This generalized version would allow firms to
optimally balance the benefits of bank monitoring and financial market information aggregation. Such "mixed" financing would be useful
in a variety of contexts. For example, Diamond (1993) shows that a
mix of private and public debt can improve investment efficiency.
If asset-substitution moral hazard is severe (low 0), a firm is likely
to choose considerable bank funding to induce sufficient monitoring.
The relatively small amount of funding raised in the financial market would provide some information aggregation benefits, although

19 Ramakrishnan and Thakor (1984), Millon and Thakor (1985), Allen (1990), Kane and Marks (1990),
and Fishman and Hagerty (1995) are examples of articles that rationalize institutions that sell
financial information.
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these would not be large because the measure of informed traders
(Q) would be rather small in response to the low funding level. A
high-0 borrower is likely to borrow considerably more in the financial market since its low monitoring demand necessitates only a small
amount of bank funding to mitigate asset-substitution moral hazard.
Thus, this firm can better exploit the information aggregation benefits
of financial markets.

This formulation generalizes our results but does not alter them
qualitatively.

6. Implications for Financial System Architecture
Our discussion in this section, which focuses on just a subset of the

issues in financial system architecture, is organized in four parts. First,
we examine the likely starting point for a "free-market" financial system. That is, if an economy is making a transition from being centrally planned to being in a free-market mode, what is likely to be
the initial configuration of its financial system? Second, we examine
the potential impact of financial innovation on borrowers' financing

source choices and on real investment decisions. Third, we examine the implications of large ("block") financial market traders who
are nonatomistic. Finally, we discuss what the analysis suggests for

overall financial system design.

6.1 The starting point of a new financial system
In a new financial system-one previously managed by a central

planner-the historical absence of profit-motivated banks or financial

market traders implies possibly severe informational frictions pertaining to potential borrowers. In particular, asset-substitution moral haz-

ard is likely to be rampant. Consequently, borrowers will have lower
observable qualities (Os) on average. This enhances the value of bank
financing for two reasons. First, borrowers face a large "moral hazard
premium" in the financial market. Second, lower Os reduce the value

of the informed traders' information, thereby weakening information
acquisition incentives. Moreover, the expected lack of sophistication
of financial market traders in such an economy connotes a higher cost
to them of acquiring relevant borrower-specific information (i.e., M is

higher). This leads to a lower Q* at the outset than at the later stages of
development of a financial market. Both these effects-lower Q* and
higher M-generate a relatively high 0. Consequently, bank financing
dominates a financial system during its infancy.
As the financial system evolves, successful borrowers will develop

credit reputations that will ameliorate moral hazard and improve the
average 0 of the borrower pool [Diamond (1991)]. More borrowers
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will migrate to the financial market and traders will become more

familiar with firms, leading to a lower M and a higher Q*. Thus, even
a financial system that begins as a bank-dominated system will evolve
to a system in which banks lose market share to the financial market.

6.2 Financial market sophistication
Greater sophistication in a financial market is often manifested in
lower friction in informational flows. There are many ways in which
such lower friction is achieved. One is through security design innovations that stimulate greater informed trading and improve liquidity

[Back (1993) and Boot and Thakor (1993a)].20 Another is through improved information transmission mechanisms that permit investors to
acquire information at a lower cost. An example is the emergence of
information-gathering agencies (e.g., Dun and Bradstreet) that provide lower-cost access to information. We shall focus on this latter

characterization of financial market sophistication and assume that it
lowers the cost of learning about v. The effect of a lower information
acquisition cost is to increase Q*, ceteris paribus. And an increase
in Q* reduces the borrower's expected cost of funding in the capital
market. Nothing changes for bank financing as long as the monitoring
cost remains unchanged. Hence, 0 decreases and increased financial

sophistication of this type results in banks losing market share to the
capital market. This is consistent with recent financial history-the
greatest shift in corporate borrowing from banks to the capital market
has occurred in the United States, which has also led the world in
financial market sophistication and efficiency. For a formal analysis of

these issues, see Boot and Thakor (1996, forthcoming).

6.3 Large financial market traders
We have assumed that each financial market trader is atomistic. But

what if individual traders were allowed to amass "block" holdings of

bonds? This would have two potentially important effects. First, if a
trader who acquired information about v were to be endowed with
sufficient investible wealth to submit a demand with positive mea-

sure, then such a large demand would noiselessly reveal the trader's
superior information to the market maker and lead to a perfectly revealing price. To avoid the Grossman and Stiglitz (1980) paradox, we

could provide the informed trader an opportunity to break up her
trade into many smaller units, each of which would mimic the trade
of an atomistic trader. Alternatively, we could permit liquidity traders

20 A somewhat more subtle way in which security design can resolve informational problems in
a dynamic setting is through contractual discretion that stimulates reputation development [see
Boot, et al. (1993)].
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to also submit block orders. Either case would change the financial
market equilibrium, but is unlikely to alter our principal conclusions.

More interesting, however, is the second effect. If monitoring agents
were nonatomistic, an individual monitoring agent could be of mea-

sure A*, which would trivially resolve the free-rider problem associated with capital market monitoring. Our model predicts that such
larger traders would diminish the importance of banks and decrease 0.
This is roughly consistent with the stylized facts in the United States
in that the emergence of institutional investors (like CALPERS and
TIAA-CREF) as active players in monitoring firms has coincided with
a decline in banks' lending to corporations.

6.4 Tentative thoughts on financial system design
Our analysis predicts that an optimal financial system will configure

itself skewed toward bank financing if borrowers have relatively poor
credit reputations (a higher moral hazard propensity) and toward capital market financing if borrowers have relatively good credit reputations, but can improve real decisions based on the information conveyed by market prices. Moreover, capital market financing is more

valuable for those borrowers who attach a high value to information
regarding v.
Do these observations have anything to say about how a finan-

cial system will evolve if left to its own machinations? Our analysis
provides some indications. In particular, our earlier observations on
emerging financial systems suggest that the welfare relevance of financial markets should grow through time as the financial system de-

velops. However, financial market growth will come at the expense

of commercial banks. This implies that some institutional resistance
from existing banks should be expected as financial markets grow in
prominence. But unless the actions of banks are coordinated-in contrast to our assumption that competitive banks do not coordinate-it

is unlikely that financial market growth can be retarded. Thus, it is
possible that a critical factor in the development of the financial mar-

ket is the fragmentation of the banking industry, which in turn may

depend on the number of banks in the industry.

7. Conclusion
We have rationalized the coexistence of banks and financial mar-

kets based on assumptions about primitives-endowments, types of
agents, and informational constraints. Banks arise as coalitions of
agents who coordinate their actions to resolve asset-substitution moral

hazard. The financial market arises to permit noncolluding agents to
compete, and this facilitates the transmission of valuable informa-
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tion about market conditions with a concomitant impact on firms'
real decisions. We find that borrowers who pose relatively onerous

asset-substitution moral hazards prefer bank financing, and borrowers
who pose less serious moral hazards go directly to the capital market.

Moreover, increased financial market sophistication diminishes banks'
market share.

The predictions of our theory match up with cross-sectional differences across industries. For example, our theory predicts that firms
in industries with substantial state verification use financial markets,
while firms in industries that require a lot of monitoring use banks. An
example of this is the choice of venture capital versus financial market

funding. Borrowers who have few tangible assets to offer as collateral pose particularly onerous moral hazards [see, e.g., Boot, Thakor
and Udell (1991)] and require a lot of monitoring. We do find that
such borrowers tend to seek financing from venture capitalists who
specialize in monitoring. On the other hand, firms that rely on more
complex technologies have more to gain from the feedback role of
market prices and should prefer financial market funding. The evidence on cross-sectional financing patterns in the United States (e.g.,
the recent explosion of biotech and computer technology firms' IPOs)
seems consistent with this. Allen (1993) comprehensively discusses
the consistency of this aspect of our model with the cross-sectional
and intertemporal evidence on global financing patterns. For example,
Allen points out that stock market-based financial systems have been

associated with 19th-century U.K., which was the first country to go
through the Industrial Revolution, when managerial decision making
ostensibly increased in complexity. Similarly, Mayer (1988) points out
that between 1970 and 1985, companies in France, Germany, Japan,

and the U.K. relied primarily on retained earnings and bank loans
to finance investment, in contrast to U.S. firms that raised significant
amounts in the bond markets. Allen (1993) suggests a possible expla-

nation for this that is consistent with our model. He provides evidence
that significantly more firms are covered by financial analysts in the
United States than in these other countries, so that stock prices in

U.S. financial markets are likely to reflect much more information of
relevance to managers.

Recently, Carey (1995) provided empirical evidence that is supportive of our analysis. He found that informational asymmetries are
not an important factor in bank loan contracting with large borrow-

ers, but moral hazard is. He concludes from his evidence that bank
loans are special primarily because of their moral hazard attenuation
implications.

Our article has scratched only the surface of financial system design.
There are other significant unresolved issues. Foremost is understand-
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ing how regulatory policies, aimed principally at banking scope, affect
the financial system, particularly when one considers not only incentive problems between banks on the one hand and depositors and
regulators on the other, but also between regulators and taxpayers
[see Boot and Thakor (1993b) and Kane (1989, 1990)]. Such an exercise may point to potentially interesting multiperiod extensions of
the analysis, creating a role for reputational rents and their interaction
with regulation.

Appendix

Proof ofLemma 1. Suppose, counterfactually, that traders whose combined measure integrates to 1, including a strictly positive measure of
traders each having invested M to learn about v, coalesce to form a

bank that can lend $1 to the same borrower. Suppose first that infor-

mation communication is truthful. Then, once the borrower learns v,
it will find it optimal to offer to pay the bank {0- - [1 - ikaI}{I}-1 + t
if v = 1 and [1/qO] + t if v = 0, where t is an arbitrarily small positive
scalar approaching zero. This will be a "take it or leave it" offer. At

these interest factors, each bank makes an expected profit of t on the
loan itself, thereby incurring a net expected loss because of its inabil-

ity to recoup its information acquisition cost (M times the measure of
informed traders in the bank). Of course, if information communica-

tion is not truthful, the borrower does not invest in K. Thus, informed
traders do not form a bank.

If these traders choose to trade independently in the capital market,

however, they compete with each other. The presence of liquidity
traders means that the equilibrium security price will not always fully
reflect all of the informed traders' information. This noise in prices is

sufficient to enable each informed trader to recoup M. M
Proof of Lemma 2. Suppose, counterfactually, that the monitoring
agents trade in the capital market. Since actions in the capital market

are uncoordinated, we may view the measure of monitoring agents as
being greater or less than A*. We show below, however, that agents

must believe that it is either 0 or A*. If it is believed to be less than A*
then it must be zero in a Nash equilibrium since each agent recognizes

that her investment in monitoring is useless due to the assumption that
any measure less than A* leads to ineffective monitoring. If it is con-

jectured to be greater than A*, then there is a free-rider problem in that
any agent can arbitrarily choose to not monitor without affecting the

efficacy of monitoring. If the measure is believed to be precisely A*,
then the assumption that each agent is atomistic implies that the dominant strategy of each agent is not to monitor. The reason is as follows.
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If the set of monitoring agents is Z (with measure A*), then if agent

i E Z believes that no other agent j E Z will monitor, i's best response
is to not monitor either. If agent i E Z believes that all other agents

j E Z will monitor, then once again her best response is not to monitor
since agents i's measure is zero, and her lack of monitoring does not
affect the measure of those who monitor. (This proof clarifies that if

each agent had measure E > 0, we would obtain two Nash equilibria,
one in which all agents in Z monitor and one in which none of them
do.) Thus, monitoring agents will not trade in the financial market.
Monitoring agents will form a bank, however, since exactly A*
monitoring agents can coalesce and invite measure 1 - A* of discretionary uninformed agents to join as nonmonitoring depositors. Given

that monitoring inputs of individual agents are costlessly observed
within the bank, the free-rider problem is trivially resolved. When it

comes to contracting with the borrower, the bank can charge an in-

terest factor {1 + A*M}ql-i and thus recoup the cost of monitoring,
A*M, since lending without monitoring is unprofitable [see Equation
(2)]. Given the competitive environment, no higher or lower rate is
feasible.
Proof of Proposition 1. Follows readily from Lemmas 1 and 2.

Proof of Proposition 2. Using Equations (7) and (8) and simplifying,
we can write

all - ?] [1- y]{A -B[Q + f]

r(Q + )- rmin = - y BE + [1 - y][A-B{Q +?}] I
Substituting the above in Equation (12) and simplifying yields
V = -M + Oya[l-q][l-y]

X [21A-" | B2f2 + [B2Q - 2AB]f + A2 - A
in-Q -BE + A-BQ[1-y] J
Tedious algebra enables one to simplify Equation (Al) and express it
as

V =-M + XQ2. (A2)
Q I is obtained by setting V = 0 in Equation (A2) and choosing the
positive root. This leads to Equation (13). Tedious algebra shows that

aV/laQ > 0 at Q = Qi
Proof ofProposition 3. We substitute Equations (7) and (8) in Equation

(14) and simplify. With some tedious algebra, this leads to Equation

(15). Note that since Q < 2/A, we have AQy/2 < 1 - {AQ[1 -y/2},
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so so
that
t n( [AQy/2] issneai
negative. Although signing a V/a2 anal
haten(1-[AQi21-y}/2]
ically does not seem possible, we have verified through numerical
analysis that there exist sets of exogenous parameter values for which

a VIaQ < 0 for some Q > Qi and that V cuts the x axis only once

at Q* for all Q > Ql. The numerical analysis also helps to verify that
Dm*in(Q*) defined in Equation (10) is less than Q*. U
Proof of Proposition 4. The proof follows immediately from Equation
(15). For any M > 0, V becomes negative at 0 = 0 independently of
Q*. Similarly, for a given 0, V becomes negative if M is sufficiently

high, once again for any Q* > 0. U

Proof of Proposition 5. From Propos
at Q = Q1 > 0. Hence, an increase in Q beyond Q, can increase an
informed trader's expected profit. a
Proof of Proposition 6 The proof follows immediately from compar-

ing Equation (16) and (21). E(RB) is independent of 0 and E(RF)
is increasing in 0. Moreover, E(RB) > E(RF) = 0 at 0 = 0 and
E(RF) > E(RB) at 0 = 1. Thus, given continuity of E(RF) in 0,
3 0 E [0, 0] c (0, 1) 3 a 0 E (0, 0) can be found to satisfy E(RF) >

E(RB) V 0 > 0 and E(RF) < E(RB)0 < 0.
Proof of Proposition 7. With noisy monitoring, the zero expected

profit interest factor charged by the bank, r0, satisfies

rOq[0 ? {1 - 0}1] = 1 + A*M,
which yields

o 1 + A*M (A3)
The borrower's net payoff from bank financing is

E(R B) [0 + {1Rt7[-B - [1-0[l- t]N. (A4)
Substituting Equation (A3) in Equation (A4) and using the fact that

ql Y > N, we see that ME(R0)/a0 > 0. Moreover, comparing Equation

(21) and Equation (A4) also shows that E(RV) < E(RB) for every

0 E [0, 0].
To show that there exists a cutoff 0O, note that E(RF) = 0 at 0 = 0

[see Equation (16)], and by Proposition 5 and the fact that E(RV) <
E(RB)VO, we know that E(RF) > E(R4) at 0 = 0. Thus, continuity of
E(RF) and E(R4) in 0 guarantees that E(RJ4) = E(RF) for an interior

0 > 0 sufficiently small (assuming that 0 is small enough). This then
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establishes that 3 00 E (0, 0) - E(RF) > E(RB) v 0 > 0O and E(RF) <
E(RN) v 0 < 0O. The result that 0O < 0 follows from the result that
E(R4) < E(RB)VO E [0, 0].
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